Technical information

ACRYLITE®
acrylic rods and tubes
Product
ACRYLITE® acrylic rods and tubes are the clearest on
the market today delivering brilliant quality, superior
performance, and extended durability. ACRYLITE®
rods and tubes are characterized by their flawless
optics, perfectly-smooth surface free from striation.
The optical clarity of ACRYITE® rods and tubes allow
for a clear view of details making them well suited for
store fixtures and point-of-purchase (P-O-P)
displays. ACRYLITE® tubes are suitable for food
contact under 21CFR177.1010 and are ideal for food
displays.



11X stronger than glass for safe, strong
installations



Half the weight of glass for maximum design
flexibility

Optical Clarity
The industry leading optical clarity of ACRYLITE®
tubes is immediately evident when compared to
lesser competitive products showing noticeable
distortion and die lines.

Satinice Tubes
Tubes are also available with a frosted Satinice finish.
ACRYLITE® Satinice tubes are made with a light
diffusing polymer which creates a velvety non-glare
surface. This surface hides fingerprints and
scratches, while maintaining a high light
transmission. This combination makes ACRYLITE®
Satinice tubes ideal for exterior and interior lighting
applications, as well as store fixtures and P-O-P
displays.
Features & benefits


Clear, distortion free viewing



Dimensional accuracy and excellent
circularity



Superior UV resistance and weatherability



30-year non-yellowing warranty



Enhanced chemical resistance due to higher
molecular weight
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Product Offering

Outer Diameter

Wall Thickness

inches

Length

Tubes/Pallet

feet

2

.118

3

.118

Tubes/Box

colors

Clear (0A070)

280

10

168

8

90

6

42

4

20

2

12

1

6

1

Satinice (0D010 DF)
4

.118

6

.118

8

.118

White (WN970)
6 or 8

Clear (0A070)
Satinice (0D010 DF)

10

.138

12

.118

White (WN970)
Satinice White (WD300)

Leading designers around the world choose German made ACRYLITE® rods and tubes for their excellent
clarity, light transmission, strength and durability. Call today for a sample and see for yourself.
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This information and all further technical advice is based on our present knowledge and experience. However, it implies no liability or
other legal responsibility on our part, including with regard to existing third party intellectual property rights, especially patent rights.
In particular, no warranty, whether expressed or implied, or guarantee of product properties in the legal sense is intended or implied.
We reserve the right to make any changes according to technical progress or further developments. The customer is not released from
the obligation to conduct careful inspection and testing of incoming goods. Performance of the product described herein should be
verified by testing, which should be carried out only by qualified experts in the sole responsibility of a customer. Reference to trade
names used by other companies is neither a recommendation, nor does it imply that similar products should be used.
Evonik Industries is a worldwide manufacturer of PMMA products sold under the ACRYLITE® trademark in the Americas and under the
PLEXIGLAS® trademark in the European, Asian, African, and Australian continents. ©Evonik Cyro LLC. All rights reserved.
Printed in the USA.
Evonik Cyro LLC
299 Jefferson Road, Parsippany, NJ 07054 US
Phone +1800 631 5384
www.acrylite.net www.acrylite-shop.com
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